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Entering the
Detroit-Hamtramck
Assembly Center,
David E. Gross is eager
to see where the
magic happens.
New York architect David E. Gross
tours the Detroit-Hamtramck Assembly Center,
where his new CT6 is being built
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hen architect David E. Gross decided to lease a 2017
Cadillac CT6, he couldn’t find the vehicle anywhere in
the country that was built to his specifications. That
included active rear steering and All-Wheel Drive with a shimmery black exterior and vibrant brown interior. As it turned out,
the factory would have to make the car for him—not custom, but
certainly special. Gross was prepared to wait eight weeks for the
car to be delivered. But when an opportunity arose to tour the
massive Detroit-Hamtramck Assembly Center, where the CT6 is
built, Gross quickly made plans to travel to Detroit.
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12:20 p.m.

Gross observes vehicles go
through the metal finish line to
check for imperfections before
they head to the paint shop.

12:05 p.m.

12:30 p.m.

Gross asks to get a closer look at
the line and meet a few employees,
who love meeting customers and
talking about the assembly process.

Gross zips around the 4.1-millionsquare-foot facility in a motorized
cart with guide Howard Mitchell,
the plant’s broadcast communications manager.

ressed in a gray silk-blend Italian blazer and black
suede shoes, Gross arrived at the plant on a bright,
sunny March morning. As he got the VIP treatment—
the plant rarely gives tours to individual owners—
everyone wanted to know what he was most excited to see and
what he was looking forward to.
“I’m looking forward to seeing my car,” Gross would reply with
more than a hint of anticipation, even after learning his car was
actually completed the day before. “I can’t wait to see it.” Less than
three hours later, he did.
In a rather dramatic reveal, Gross was greeted by some
20 managers and team members purposely blocking his view of
his glistening sedan parked on the factory floor. Each one shook
his hand as they introduced themselves and thanked him for being
a customer before parting like a red velvet curtain.
Gross could finally see, touch, and sit behind the wheel of his
newest ride.
Gross wasn’t always Cadillac’s No. 1 fan. But since the brand
revamped its image in recent years to appeal to a younger demographic, he has driven nothing else. The CT6 marks the sixth
Cadillac that Gross, who lives in Rye, N.Y., has leased since 2011,
including an ATS and a CTS.
As a successful businessman and a founding partner of GF55
Architects in New York City, Gross is a bit of an expert when it
comes to form and function, substance and style. He has twice
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Gross is like a “kid in a candy
shop” as one employee notes.
On his arms are protective sleeves
in case of stray sparks from welding equipment.
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12:10 p.m.

Gross is amazed at how
light the CT6 is. He learns here
why: An innovative mix of
aluminum and steel makes up
the vehicle’s structure.

Touring the 180,000-square-foot,
state-of-the-art, fully automated body
shop dedicated to the CT6, Gross
is so captivated at times he had to be
reminded: “Don’t touch!”

been featured in Architectural Digest—once on the cover, in 1996,
for a swanky penthouse he fully designed and decorated, and in
1998 for a story on his own 1956 midcentury modern house after
he designed and built an addition in his own style. His home was
also included in the book Modernism Reborn: Mid-Century American
Houses and was used in a 2016 feature film. “The film was a flop,”
says Gross, laughing. “But the house looks fantastic.”
Gross has a big, outgoing personality. “Always a joke,” says good
friend and neighbor Roger Cohen. “He opens his meetings with a
joke.” When it comes to the business of design, however, Gross is
very serious. His philosophy—whether talking about his personal
style, his buildings, or what he wants in a car—is essentially the
same: “I like to be different and make a design statement,” he says.
“I don’t want to be like everyone else. It’s also part of who I am, and
I think architects need to be a little different.”
He found what he was looking for in Cadillac and insists he’ll
never go back to the popular imports he drove for years. “I went
through my own phase of having imports,” he says. “But when
Cadillac came out with the CTS, I thought: This is a car I can buy.”
He was already weary of the cars he saw each day at the Westchester train station on his way to work. It seemed like everyone
was driving the same German imports. “The tyranny of them,”
he jokes. “They don’t have any swerve.” Gross, who now drives
the 20-mile commute to his Manhattan office, couldn’t wait to
show off the CT6. “That’s going to have a lot of moxie,” he says.
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“It has a definite swagger, which I think Cadillac had to do more
of.” Besides, adds Gross, “I have those Midwestern roots and I like
playing for the home team.”
MIDWEST ROOTS
ross, who grew up in Cleveland, the youngest of four
sons, seems proud of his Midwest upbringing: “We
cut our own lawns, we shoveled our own driveways,”
he says. Gross recalls the lure of the “iconic” Cadillac
brand in those days, growing up with his father and grandfather
in a family business as developers. His grandfather, an immigrant,
always talked about the day he got his first Cadillac. To drive one
meant he’d “made it.” “He only drove Cadillacs, big, awesome 1960s
Cadillacs,” says Gross.
Opting out of the family business, Gross got his bachelor’s and
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12:30 p.m.

Gross asks to meet some team members, including Regina Dickson, who
secures the transmission mounts. She’s
worked at the plant since 1997.
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A CAR BUILT BY PEOPLE

master’s degrees in architecture at the University of Pennsylvania,
and then headed straight for New York City to cut his teeth at a
good firm before co-founding GF55 at age 29. It took hard work to
get where he is today. “You have to be patient,” he says of his field.
“You’re about 10 years behind your peers in terms of success—not
just money but in terms of making decisions.” One of his proudest
achievements was being able to move to New York City without
knowing anyone and still be successful.
Today, Gross says he’s probably built 50 buildings in New York
City from the ground up, mostly hotels and apartment buildings.
The firm has a second office in Miami and a total of 40 employees.
As a boss, he likes to let people “run with the ball when they can,”
as he puts it. He doesn’t have an office, preferring to sit with his
team in the design room. Engaged in both the design and marketing process, he says if he wasn’t an architect, he might be a movie
director: “I have a creative and a managerial bent.” People are
important to Gross. A big issue he sees among architects today

he Detroit-Hamtramck plant, which straddles two cities
and is among the most complex assembly facilities in
North America, produces four vehicles on one production line: the Cadillac CT6, Buick LaCrosse, Chevrolet
Impala, and Chevrolet Volt. It occupies 4.1 million square feet. The
plant process has three parts: the fully automated body shop for
each vehicle; the paint shop, which is off-limits to visitors; and the
general assembly, “where the magic happens,” according to Courtney Zemke, the plant’s communication’s manager, in a presentation before the official tour.
After watching a safety video and donning safety glasses and
special sleeves to protect against any flying sparks from welding equipment, Gross is greeted by Howard Mitchell, the plant’s
broadcast communications manager, who leads the tour inside the
facility. Inside, it’s noisy and industrial with heavy equipment and
metal parts and crates and forklifts everywhere. The whole place
actually runs in a finely choreographed sequence even though, as
Mitchell admits, “It looks pretty crude.”
Along the roughly two-hour tour, Gross meets multiple team
members and workers who talk about what they do and how the
vehicles are put together. More than a couple of them note how
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is not knowing how to interact with people. “It’s about developing
relationships and being proactive and collaborative,” he says. That
human interest was evident on the tour.
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Gross finally sees his car
and what his leather
interior looks like in person.
He approves.

curious Gross is, how many questions he asks. “He’s like a kid in a
candy store,” says Tim Romzek, shift supervisor for the CT6 body
shop. Gross isn’t a gearhead so much as a car aficionado, or, as he
says, “I’m an all-American boy who likes cars.”
One thing Gross likes about the CT6 is how light it is, which
for him sets it well above its competitors. “It’s more fun to drive,”
he says. On the tour he learns that it’s manufactured with a mix
of aluminum and steel. Romzek, talking about the challenges of
welding the aluminum to other metals, shows off a panel as he
explains the process. Gross, fascinated, steps closer and reaches
for the panel. “Don’t touch it!” Romzek bursts out. At one point,
Gross asks Romzek: “Do people like their jobs?” Romzek replies:
“All we do, we’ve got to want to do.”
Later, in the general assembly part of the tour, Mitchell explains
that it takes just 20 seconds to lift the chassis into the vehicle body,
now painted. “That’s just cool!” Gross says. “I want to see this.”
Picking up on Gross’ obvious interest in the workers, Zemke offers
to introduce him to “Florida,” the team leader on the line. Gross
eagerly takes the stairs to shake his hand.
Toward the end of the tour, Mitchell points out that two-thirds
of the plant is general assembly. “To put the human factor into perspective,” he says, “there are over 1,000 robots in the body shop,
about 1,000 robots in the paint shop, and only two robots in the
general assembly. This is a car built by people.”
The human factor of the assembly process definitely resonates
with Gross. The plant is so high tech, yet “the last part is made by
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people,” Gross says. “I was impressed.” In fact, the whole experience was beyond his expectations. “The heartwarming welcome.
So many of them thanked me,” Gross says, still drinking it all in
a couple of hours later. “They have genuine pride in their work.”
When asked which aspect of the tour most struck him, Gross
replies, “The teamwork. And that they were grateful I bought their
car. Each one of them told me their name and what they did. It was
very gratifying.”
Before he even got home, Gross called his longtime friend
Cohen to rave about the experience. “He has something in his heart
and belly that he just loves about the new design,” says Cohen.
For Gross, it’s more than just a gut feeling about the brand. “The
product is exceptional,” he says. “Cadillacs drive unbelievably well.
They just handle the road fantastically.”
Plus, he says of the CT6: “It’s physically big, it has a big presence.” He confesses he’ll be getting the windows tinted a little bit
darker when he gets home. “It’s a little blingy,” he adds with a mischievous smile. “I like that.”
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